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ABSTRACT A technique to estimate the DOAs of coherent sources using a passive frequency-
beam scanning leaky-wave antenna (FBS-LWA) with a subspace based method is presented.
To do so, a combination of enhanced principal-singular-vector utilization for modal analysis
(EPUMA) algorithm and linear interpolation technique is proposed. The simulation results show
the effectiveness of the proposed method for DOA estimation of multiple coherent signals with
hyper-resolution capabilities. With respect to classical antenna arrays, such FBS-LWAs reduce
system complexity since only one radio-frequency receiver is required to perform DOA estimation
in one angular plane.

INDEX TERMS Frequency scanning leaky-wave antenna; interpolation; EPUMA; coherent signals

I. INTRODUCTION

The estimation of directions-of-arrival (DOAs) of in-
coming sources is important in many applications such
as radar, sonar, and telecommunications. Conventional
DOA estimation systems require a large number of
mutually independent radio frequency (RF) channels,
including antenna sensors, RF down-conversion, signal
processing modules, etc. [1]. It is a continuous trend to
simplify the hardware implementation [2].

Leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) have gained significant
attention in academia and industry since their intro-
duction in the 1940s [3]. These antennas are based
on waveguide that supports the propagation of a fast-
traveling wave which leaks into the free space in such
a way to radiate a directional beam whose angular
direction depends on the frequency [4]. So, by using a
single-port excitation only and by varying the frequency,
the LWA beam can be steered across a field of view

(FoV) whose angular range depends on the LWA scan-
ning velocity and the frequency bandwidth over which
the system operates. Therefore, unlike phased arrays,
LWAs achieve beam scanning without the requirement
for complex feeding networks or any active components,
such as phase shifters, making them more cost-effective
and easier to manufacture [3], [5].

For sensing applications, the spectrum of the signal
received by the LWA can be used to estimate DOAs [6].
However, to cover a sufficiently large FoV, the frequency
beam scanning leaky-wave antennas (FBS-LWAs) re-
quire the signals whose DOAs are to be estimated to be
wide-band enough, which jeopardizes the interest in the
scheme for many applications. This is why, most of the
literature dealing with LWA-based DOA estimation con-
siders electronically-controlled beam scanning LWAs [7],
[8]. However, in addition to having more complex struc-
tures than FBS-LWAs, such electronically-controlled
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LWAs steer their beam sequentially to perform DOA
estimation which brings additional constraints on the
system (e.g., limited real-time capabilities, waveform du-
ration of the sources...). On the other hand, considerable
efforts have been done to achieve fast scanning LWA
in order to perform FBS-LWA-based DOA estimation
with reduced frequency bandwidth [1], [9]–[14]. In [1],
[10]–[12], the received power spectrum is measured to
estimate DOAs based on amplitude monopulse radar
techniques. Subspace based methods, such as MUSIC,
have also been applied with FBS-LWA to estimate
DOAs [9], [13], [14]. While these methods achieve hyper-
resolution, they fail to retrieve DOAs of coherent sources
and therefore perform poorly in multipath environments
[15]. To mitigate this issue, subspace techniques require
a preprocessing by some decorrelation techniques, e.g.,
spatial smoothing (SS), modified spatial smoothing pre-
processing (MSSP) and Teoplitz reconstruction. These
decorrelation techniques need that the steering matrix
is a Vandermonde matrix, which is not the case for FBS-
LWA due to its frequency scanning characteristics.

Consequently, this paper introduces for the first time,
to the best of the author’s knowledge, a subspace based
method for DOA estimation of coherent sources with
FBS-LWA. After transforming the FBS-LWA response
matrix to a Vandermonde structure, a modified ver-
sion of the enhanced principal-singular-vector utilization
modal analysis (EPUMA) [16] algorithm is proposed and
applied to the FBS-LWA scenario. EPUMA is chosen
over MUSIC or ESPRIT because it has a reduced com-
putational complexity and an improved performance,
especially for coherent signals and/or small sample sce-
narios [16], [17]. Note that, the Vandermonde structure
is also necessary for the EPUMA algorithm.

Therefore, to address the DOA estimation of coherent
signals received by a single-beam FBS-LWA, a novel
method is proposed with the following steps. Firstly, the
approximate angles of the coherent signals are obtained
using the spectrum analysis of the received signals
and the single-beam patterns for each frequency of
the FBS-LWA and/or beamforming method. Secondly,
the steering matrix of the LWA, constructed based on
the radiation pattern of the FBS-LWA, is transformed
into a virtual Vandermonde matrix using interpolation
technique [18]. This transformation allows for the appli-
cation of decorrelation techniques or EPUMA. Finally, a
modified EPUMA algorithm is employed to address the
rank-deficient problem arising from multiple coherent
signals.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II intro-
duces the signal model including the FBS-LWA model
and signal model received by FBS-LWA. Section III
describes the interpolation process, which produces
a Vandermonde-like FBS-LWA response. Section IV
presents the modified EPUMA for multiple coherent
signals. Section V shows and discusses some simulation

FIGURE 1. 1-D periodic Leaky-wave antenna (input port on the left,
matched-load on the right) [9].

results in different scenarios, and Section VI concludes
the paper.

II. SIGNAL MODEL
A. LWA MODEL
The LWA model considered in this paper is a single-
beam configuration [19], [20], capable of scanning a wide
field of view using a wideband signal. A 1-D periodic uni-
directional LWA operating on its −1th spatial harmonic
is depicted in Figure 1. The theoretical radiation pattern
of this antenna at a given frequency fn can be written
as [9]:

an(θ) = le−j kn sinc(kn),n = 1, 2, . . . ,N (1)

with kn = (kzn − k0n sin(θ)) l/2, l is the LWA length,
k0n = 2πfn/c is the free space wave number with
c the light velocity, n represents the nth frequency
sample of the operating bandwidth, including N samples
between the minimum operating frequency fmin and the
maximum operating frequency fmax . So,

f = [fmin , fmin +∆f , . . . , fmax −∆f , fmax ]
T (2)

with ∆f = fmax−fmin

N−1 , fn the nth element of the frequency
vector f . kzn represents the longitudinal wave number
inside the guiding structure associated with the −1th

space harmonic:

kzn = β0n − 2π/ps − jαn ,n = 1, 2, . . . ,N (3)

where αn is the attenuation constant, i.e., (6) in [4], ac-
counting for the leakage and the losses of the nth element
of the frequency vector f , ps the spatial period of the ge-
ometry modulation of the LWA, β0n the phase constant
of the fundamental guided mode. The expression of β0n

depends on the guiding structure. Since numerous LWAs
of the literature are based on rectangular waveguide
technology (see e.g., [3]), its expression is used here for
the sake of illustration:

β0n = k0n
√
εr

√
1− (fc/fn)

2
,n = 1, 2, . . . ,N (4)

where fc = c
2Wg

√
εr

is the fundamental mode cutoff
frequency, Wg is the width of the waveguide, and εr
is the relative permittivity of the dielectric filling the
waveguide.
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(a) l = 20 cm, αn/k0n = 0.01
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(b) l = 10 cm, αn/k0n = 0.01
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(c) l = 20 cm, αn/k0n = 0.03

FIGURE 2. Normalized radiation patterns of different frequencies for
FBS-LWA with different lengths

The normalized radiation patterns for some selected
frequencies are shown in Figure 2, with the following
design parameters, εr = 10.2, Wg = 2.2 mm and
ps = 5.4 mm, l = 20 cm and αn/k0n = 0.01 for
Figure 2(a), l = 10 cm and αn/k0n = 0.01 for Figure
2(b), l = 20 cm and αn/k0n = 0.03 for Figure 2(c),
respectively. Since only one space harmonic is in the
bandwidth from fmin to fmax , only one main beam is
radiated for each frequency fn , whose angular steering
direction scans the whole FoV in the range from fmin to
fmax . This effect is explored in the subsequent sections
to perform DOA estimation. It is interesting to observe
that the beamwidth of each frequency increases as the
length l of the LWA decreases. In addition, compared
with Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(c), the ratio of αn/k0n ,

which can be controlled by the design of LWA [13],
has great effect on the radiation patterns. As the ratio
of αn/k0n increases, the beamwidth of each frequency
increases. Practically, a smaller αn/k0n leads to a bigger
LWA aperture with a higher radiation efficiency and
a smaller beamwidth for each frequency, which can
improve the estimation performance. The influence of
the LWA beamwidth will be discussed in section V.

It is important to note that, in practice, for applica-
tions involving FBS-LWAs, the data from the radiation
patterns obtained through experiments or HFSS simu-
lations are utilized to derive the steering vector an(θ).
However, in the subsequent simulations, the steering
vector an(θ) corresponding to the radiation pattern of
the LWA is obtained using (1) to (4).

B. SIGNAL MODEL RECEIVED BY FBS-LWA
By considering that K DOA signals impinging on the
single-beam FBS-LWA with ultrawide-angle frequency
beam scanning and high scanning rate, as proposed in
[21], from the far field, the following frequency system
model can be constructed after fast Fourier transform
(FFT) of the received data,

y = As+ n (5)

with the received data vector y ∈ CN×1, the LWA steer-
ing matrix A = [a(θ1),a(θ2), . . . ,a(θK )], where a(θ) =
[a1(θ), a2(θ), . . . , aN (θ)]T , the source vector s ∈ CK×1,
the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector com-
posed of independent components n ∈ CN×1 with zero
mean and covariance matrix σ2IN . The columns of A
are the LWA response of incoming plane waves whose
DOA is θi=1,...,K as described in (1). In addition, it is
assumed that N > K .

III. SIGNAL MODEL AFTER INTERPOLATION
Based on (1), the steering matrix A of the FBS-LWA
is not a Vandermonde matrix, we should transform it
into a Vandermonde matrix to meet the requirements of
EPUMA, which relies on linear prediction. To address
this challenge, an interpolation based method is intro-
duced in this paper to solve the problem.

Note that, the closer the interpolation directions to
the true DOAs of incoming signals, the more accurate
the estimation will be. Therefore, firstly, a prior approx-
imate estimation of the DOA is required. Fortunately,
the single-beam FBS-LWA is capable of scanning the
approximate angular range of signals by the corre-
sponding frequencies of the peaks of the received signal
power spectrum and radiation patterns, as depicted in
Figure 2, or by beamforming method. It is defined that
each sector corresponds to the approximate angular
range of a detected signal. Assuming that there are
K ′ sectors successfully detected, where K ′ represents
the number of detected approximate signals, in most
cases K ′ = K . However, there are instances where
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K ′ < K , indicating that multiple sources are within
the same sector. So the sector centers are indicated as
ΘB = [θB,1, θB,2, . . . , θB,K ′ ], corresponding to the K ′

detected sectors.
Then let Ar ∈ CN×Kv represent the FBS-LWA virtual

steering matrix generated by the Kv virtual directions
θ1, θ2, . . . , θKv

, and Kv > K . So the Kv virtual directions
used to generate the virtual Vandermonde matrix are
denoted by

Φv = [Ψv ,1,Ψv ,2, . . . ,Ψv ,K ′ ] (6)

The virtual directions are used to represent the in-
formation of the real DOAs, but it is also necessary
to prevent the virtual directions from interfering with
each other. So uniform distribution of virtual directions
in each sector is adopted to obtain the Kv virtual
directions.

When the virtual directions are uniformly distributed
in each sector, a sector will be constructed with 2p + 1
(p ∈ N+) points, there are Kv = K

′
(2p + 1) virtual

directions in total. And Ψv ,k = [θB,k − pδ, . . . , θB,k −
δ, θB,k , θB,k + δ, . . . , θB,k + pδ], k = 1, 2, . . . ,K

′
, δ is the

interpolation interval. Then,

Ar =

 a1 (θ1) . . . a1 (θKv )
...

. . .
...

aN (θ1) . . . aN (θKv
)

 (7)

where an(θ) is defined in (1). An ideal Vandermonde
matrix Al ∈ CN×Kv is defined as follows:

Al=


1 1 · · · 1

ejπsinθ1 ejπsinθ2 · · · ejπsinθKv

...
...

. . .
...

ej (N−1)πsinθ1 ej (N−1)πsinθ2 · · · ej (N−1)πsinθKv

 (8)

The interpolation matrix Bi ∈ CN×N is defined such
that [15]:

BiAr = Al (9)

Bi can be obtained by the following least squares (LS)
solution:

Bi = AlA
H
r

(
ArA

H
r

)−1
(10)

So, the relative interpolation error q can be defined
as:

q =
∥Al −BiAr∥2

∥Al∥2
(11)

where q is set to be smaller than 10−12 to have a good
performance.

So the signal y received by LWA is transformed to
the signal yl , which contains A

′

l = BiA with K real
DOAs. Note that, Al differs from A

′

l as A′
l ∈ CN×K

and Al ∈ CN×Kv .

yl = Biy = A
′

ls+ nl (12)

where nl = Bin is no longer a white noise. Therefore, it
is necessary to remove the contribution of nl . Firstly, the

covariance matrix of the received signals, which contains
the white noise, is calculated:

R = E[yyH ] = EsrΛsrE
H
sr + σ2IN (13)

where the columns of Esr are the eigenvectors associated
with the eigenvalues Λsr +σ2INr

, which span the signal
subspace. Then the covariance matrix of yl is calculated:

Rl = E[yly
H
l ] = E[Biy(Biy)

H
] = E[Bi(yy

H
)BH

i ]

= Bi(EsrΛsrE
H
sr + σ2IN )BH

i

= BiEsrΛsrE
H
srB

H
i + σ2BBH

i
(14)

Finally, the noise contribution in Rl can be removed as:

E[yly
H
l ]− σ2BiB

H
i = Γ = EslDslE

H
sl (15)

where Esl = [u1, . . . ,uNr ] are the eigenvectors as-
sociated with the Nr largest eigenvalues in Dsl =
diag (λ1, . . . , λNr

), and span the non zero signal sub-
space. Since the noise contribution has been removed in
(15), theoretically, there will be no noise in the following.
Nr is the theoretical rank of the source covariance matrix
Γs = E

[
ssH

]
, and Nr < K due to the existence of

coherent signals. Note that interpolation will not help
to decoherent the fully coherent signals. Thanks to the
process of interpolation, some decorrelation techniques
can be applied to fully or partially recover the rank of
the covariance matrix Γ. In this paper, the forward-
backward spatial smoothing (FBSS) method is consid-
ered with EPUMA [16] to partially recover the rank
of the signal covariance matrix and enhance the final
performance.

IV. MODIFIED EPUMA ALGORITHM
After the interpolation, A′

l approximates the Vander-
monde structure, and the PUMA algorithm can be
applied to estimate the real DOAs. The covariance
matrix Γ in (15) can be written as

Γ = A′
lΓsA

′H
l (16)

Then from (15) and (16),

A′
lΓsA

′H
l = EslDslE

H
sl (17)

and
A′

lTTHA′H
l = EslD

1/2
sl D

H/2
sl EH

sl (18)

where T ∈ CK×Nr and D
1/2
sl ∈ CNr×Nr . From (18),

Esl = A′
lT1 (19)

where T1 ∈ CK×Nr , (19) implies span (Esl) =
span (A′

lT1).
So A′

l satisfies the following orthogonal relation ob-
tained from the liner prediction theory [16]:

BTA′
l = 0 (20)

where BT ∈ C(N−K )×N is a Toeplitz matrix, given by:
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BT =


cK cK−1 · · · c0 0 · · · 0 0
0 cK cK−1 · · · c0 0 · · · 0

· · · . . . · · ·
. . . · · · · · · · · · 0

0 0 · · · 0 cK cK−1 · · · c0


(21)

(21) reflects that for the k th column in A′
l , the l th ≥

K + 1 row is a linear combination of the K previous
rows, which can be expressed as

z lk +

K∑
i=1

ciz
l−i
k = 0,K + 1 ≤ l ≤ N ; 1 ≤ k ≤ K (22)

where c0 = 1, zk = ejπsin(θk ). Now, the objective is to
find the value of ci , then the directions θ1, ..., θK can
be obtained by the roots of the following polynomial of
order K :

K∑
i=0

ciz
K−i = 0 (23)

From (19) and (20),

BTA′
lT1 = BTEsl = BT [u1,u2, . . . ,uNr

] = 0(N−K ,Nr )

(24)
thus, for the k th column of Esl ,

[uk ]l +

K∑
i=1

ci [uk ]l−i = 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ Nr ;K + 1 ≤ l ≤ N

(25)
Note that, as shown in (15) and (24), there are only

Nr largest eigenvalues in Dsl in the case of multiple
coherent sources. Therefore, the maximum value of k
is not the number of sources K as used in [16], but the
actual rank of the source covariance matrix Nr , which
is the main distinctive difference between the proposed
modified PUMA and the initial PUMA described in [16].

So (25) can be rewritten as follows:

Fkc− gk = 0(N−K ,1), 1 ≤ k ≤ Nr (26)

where

Fk =


[uk ]K [uk ]K−1 · · · [uk ]1

[uk ]K+1 [uk ]K · · · [uk ]2
...

...
. . .

...
[uk ]N−1 [uk ]N−2 · · · [uk ]N−K


(N−K ,K )

gk =−


[uk ]K+1

[uk ]K+2
...

[uk ]N


(N−K ,1)

c =


c1
c2
...

cK


(K ,1)

(27)
and

vec (BTEsl) = Fc− g = 0((N−K )Nr ,1) (28)

where

F =


F1

F2

...
FNr


((N−K )Nr ,K )

g =


g1

g2

...
gNr


((N−K )Nr ,1)

(29)
In practice, with noise and limited samples, (26) is

only an approximation. c can be obtained by the follow-
ing weighted least squares (WLS) solution as proposed
in [16]:

ĉWLS =
(
FHWF

)−1
FHWg (30)

where W ∼= T̂⊗
(
BTBT

H
)−1

and T̂ is a diagonal matrix
defined as,

T̂ = diag (λ1, λ2, . . . , λNr
) (31)

It can be seen from (21) and (30) that the values of
W and c depend on each other. Therefore, the modified
PUMA is summarized in the following steps to obtain
the K DOA estimates.

1. Calculate the initial c by the LS method: ĉ = ĉLS =(
FHF

)−1
FHg.

2. Calculate the weighting matrix W with ĉ by W ∼=
T̂⊗

(
BTBT

H
)−1

and (21), (31);
3. Calculate the ĉWLS with W by (30);
4. Determine whether ∥ĉ− ĉWLS∥2 becomes stable, if

not let ĉ = ĉWLS , and repeat steps 2 and 3 until the
stable criterion is satisfied, then obtain ĉ.

5. Find the K roots zk = ejπsin(θk ) of the polynomial
(23), then the K DOA candidates are obtained:

θ̂k = sin−1

(
∠ẑk
π

)
, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (32)

The modified EPUMA is a two-step DOA selection
strategy of the modified PUMA based on the stochastic
ML criteria, designed to improve the performance in
scenarios with low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and/or
coherent signals, while the initial EPUMA used the
deterministic ML criteria for the analysis of simulation
performance [16]. So the steps of the proposed modified
EPUMA are summarized as follows,

1. Employ the modified PUMA algorithm twice, first
with a source number of K and then with a supposed
larger source number of P (P > K), to generate (K +P)
DOA candidates.

2. Select the K DOA estimates from the (K + P)
DOA candidates based on the stochastic ML criteria as
follows:

2.1.Divide (K + P) DOAs into G = (P+K )!
K !P ! differ-

ent groups with K DOAs in each group, represented
by Θ1, ...,ΘG , corresponding to G different A′

l , i.e.,
A′

l(Θ1), ...,A
′
l(ΘG);

VOLUME 10, 2022 5
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TABLE 1. DOA Estimation Algorithm for Coherent Signals Based on the
Modified EPUMA Method with FBS-LWA

Algorithm 1: DOA Estimation of Coherent Signals Based on the
Modified EPUMA Method with FBS-LWA
1. Obtain y by the received the signals after FFT.
2. Obtain the approximate range of incident angles by the
corresponding frequencies of the peaks of the received signal
power spectrum and radiation patterns and/or utilizing the
beamforming method.
3. Adopt the uniform distribution to get the virtual directions
θ1, θ2, . . . , θKv .
4. Determine the Ar and Al with virtual directions by (7) and
(8), respectively.
5. Ar and Al are applied to get the interpolation matrix Bi by
(9)-(11).
6. Obtain yl by (12) with Bi , (13)-(15) are applied to obtain
the covariance matrix Γ.
7. Decompose Γ by (15), then obtain the estimated DOAs via
the modified EPUMA by (16)-(33).

2.2. Calculate the stochastic ML cost function L(Θi)
of each A′

l(Θi), i ∈ {1, . . . ,G};

L(Θi) = log

det

PA′
l
ΓPA′

l
+

tr
(
P⊥

A′
l
Γ
)
P⊥

A′
l

N −K


(33)

with PA′
l
= A′

l(Θi)(A
′
l
H
(Θi)A

′
l(Θi))

−1A′
l
H
(Θi), and

P⊥
A′

l
= IN −PA′

l
.

2.3 Choose the group Θi with minimum L(Θi).
Compared to the classical EPUMA, the modified

EPUMA can handle the rank deficiency of the source
covariance matrix due to the multiple coherent signals
with reduced computational load by replacing K with
Nr (the actual rank of noise free sources covariance
matrix). Note, after preprocessing by FBSS method,
Nr = 2 for the fully multiple coherent sources when
K ≥ 2.

The steps of DOA estimation of coherent signals based
on the modified EPUMA method with FBS-LWA are
summarized in Table I.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS OF DOA ESTIMATION WITH
COHERENT SIGNALS
In this section, some simulation results of DOA esti-
mation of coherent signals via the proposed modified
EPUMA based on interpolated FBS-LWA signal model
are provided. Unless stated otherwise, the parameters
of FBS-LWA are the same as in Figure 2 (a), l = 20
cm and αn/k0n = 0.01 with 200 frequency samples from
fmin = 24 GHz to fmax = 36 GHz in the subsequent
simulations. The probabilities of source detection Pr is
calculated by Pr = Is/I , where Is represents the number
of successful estimations of sources, and I represents the
number of Monte Carlo iterations. When∣∣∣θ̂i − θi

∣∣∣ < ∆θ

2
, i = 1, 2, . . . ,K (34)

is met, it counts a successful estimation of sources, where
∆θ = min |θm − θn | , 1 ≤ n < m ≤ K , and θ̂i is
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FIGURE 3. MUSIC Pseudo-spectrum versus θ with three coherent
signals from directions −27◦, −2◦, 20◦, θB,k = θk , and SNR = 7dB.

the estimated angle of θi . The root-mean-square error
(RMSE), which is used to assess the performance of the
proposed method, is defined by

RMSE =

(
1

KI

K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

(
θ̂k ,i − θk

)2)1/2

(35)

where θ̂k ,i is the k th estimated angle obtained from
the i th test and θk is the k th true angle. Unless stated
otherwise, the number of Monte Carlo tests is 100, and
the number of snapshots is 200. And MUSIC is combined
with MSSP including 10 overlapping subarrays, each
subarray consists of 190 elements.

In uniform distribution, assuming that the interpola-
tion interval δ in each sector is 2, 4, 6, 8 respectively, and
θB,k = θk , k = 1, 2, . . . ,K

′
. If there are too many virtual

directions, the matrix Ar will be ill-conditioned. It has
been found empirically that p = 1 yields the best result
with the LWA model used in this paper.

As an illustration, MUSIC is firstly applied (i) directly
on the received estimated covariance matrix R and
(ii) on the interpolated and MSSP-processed estimated
covariance matrix and examples of Pseudo-spectrum
are given in Figure 3. Three coherent signals coming
from [−27◦,−2◦, 20◦] with SNR = 7dB are used in
the simulation. It is obvious that the classical MUSIC
(without interpolation) shows the worst result while the
pseudo-spectral of MUSIC with δ = 6 has a dynamic
range around 18dB. This confirms the effectiveness of
the proposed interpolation procedure combined with
MSSP to estimate the DOA of coherent sources with
FBS-LWA.

As shown in Figure 4, the proposed modified EPUMA
is applied with the interpolation method with two co-
herent signals coming from [−1.5◦, 2.5◦], where θB,k =
θk +θrandom,k . θrandom,k obeys a uniform distribution of
[0◦, 6◦], which represents the possible estimation errors
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FIGURE 4. Probabilities of source detection versus SNR with two
coherent signals from directions −1.5◦, 2.5◦, θB,k = θk + θrandom,k .

of a prior approximate DOA in (6). And the number
of Monte Carlo tests in the simulation is 150. For
various values of δ, the probabilities of source detection
of the proposed modified EPUMA are mostly higher
than those obtained by MUSIC with and without in-
terpolation, which illustrates the better performance
of the proposed modified EPUMA. Note that, with
some parameters, especially in the case of low SNR,
the classical MUSIC and classical beamforming method
(CBF) can only identify fewer spectrum peaks than the
number of sources, which causes relatively large errors
and low resolution.

The proposed method, i.e., the algorithm in Table
1, is applied to three coherent signals coming from
[−27◦,−2◦, 20◦] and the obtained results are shown in
Figure 5. In Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b), the comparison
between different numbers of frequency samples is per-
formed. In Figure 5(a), the number of frequency samples
is 200, while in Figure 5(b), it is 100. In Figure 5(a),
the RMSE of the proposed method exhibits a rapid
decrease when SNR exceeds 10 dB, with the effect of
δ becoming more pronounced. When the number of
frequency samples is reduced, there is a slight degra-
dation in the accuracy of the proposed method. The
RMSE of the proposed method decreases rapidly when
SNR is greater than 10 dB. The impact of different
numbers of frequency samples on the proposed algorithm
is not significant, as long as the maximum and minimum
frequencies remain unchanged. Notably, when δ = 6,
the RMSE performance is superior compared to other
values, as it leads to a better conditioned Ar . On the
other hand, the classical MUSIC shows the poorest
RMSE performance.

The difference between Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(c) is
the value of the length l of LWA, l = 20 cm in Figure
5(a), while l = 10 cm in Figure 5(c). In Figure 5(c),
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(a) 200 frequency samples, l = 20 cm.
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(b) 100 frequency samples, l = 20 cm.
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FIGURE 5. RMSE performance versus SNR by uniform distribution with
three coherent signals from directions −27◦, −2◦, 20◦, θB,k = θk .
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FIGURE 6. DOA estimation by uniform distribution with three coherent
signals from directions −27◦, −2◦, 20◦, θB,k = θk + θrandom,k

the best RMSE performance is obtained when δ = 6,
which is similar to the situation in Figure 5(a). And for
the same δ, the length l impacts the RMSE performance
slightly. So by this simulation, it can conclude that the
proposed method is robust for different values of the
length l . Moreover, due to the wider beamwidth when
l = 10 cm as shown in Figure 2, the DOA estimation
can be performed by incorporating a suitable number
of interpolation points and/or a fitting interpolation
interval δ, adapted to the beamwidth of each radiation
pattern of FBS-LWA, to achieve a comparable RMSE
performance.

As shown in Figure 6, the simulations with three
coherent signals coming from [−27◦,−2◦, 20◦] are per-
formed, where θB,k = θk + θrandom,k . θrandom,k obeys
a uniform distribution of [0◦, 2◦], [0◦, 4◦], [0◦, 6◦] and
[0◦, 8◦], respectively, which are compared with each
other for δ = 6 and 200 frequency samples. In Figure
6(a), θrandom,k ∈ [0◦, 2◦] have the best RMSE perfor-
mance, but the minimum RMSE changes from −40.5
dB in Figure 5 to −9 dB at SNR = 15 dB. Compared
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FIGURE 7. DOA estimation by uniform distribution with four coherent
signals from directions −30◦, −12◦, 5◦,22◦, θB,k = θk

with Figure 5, although there are some errors in the
approximate DOAs, the uniformly distributed interpola-
tion method still provides precise DOAs. In Figure 6(b),
although MUSIC with interpolation superiors classical
MUSIC, the accuracy is reduced due to the effect of
θrandom,k compared to Figure 3.

Simulation results with four coherent signals with
respective DOAs [−30◦, −12◦, 5◦, 22◦] are shown in
Figure 7. In Figure 7(a), the best performance and
accuracy are achieved when δ = 4, which implies that
the proposed algorithm can perform reliable estimation,
while the other situation corresponds to an improvement
of less than about 10 dB. Besides, as the number of
sources increases, the advantage of interpolation be-
comes more apparent. Even in the case of δ = 2, there is
a significant advantage. In Figure 7(b), the performance
of MUSIC is similar to Figure 3. Regardless of the
algorithm, interpolation makes its performance better
in this scenario.

The RMSE performance versus the number of sources
K for the proposed method with SNR = 20 dB is
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shown in Figure 8. The RMSE values of the proposed
method gradually increase with increasing K . When
K ≤ 4, δ = 6 can obtain reliable performance, which is
corresponding to the performance of Figure 5. However,
when K = 5, the RMSE value with δ = 2 rises rapidly,
and when K = 6, the RMSE value is around 10 dB
regardless of the value of δ, which means when K ≥ 6,
the true DOAs of the multiple coherent signals cannot
be obtained effectively by the proposed method.

The RMSE performance versus the number of snap-
shots for the proposed method with three coherent
signals coming from [−27◦,−2◦, 20◦] and SNR = 20 dB
is shown in Figure 9. The RMSE value of the proposed
method gradually decreases as the number of snapshots
increases when δ = 2. And for other values of δ, the
proposed method achieves reliable performance even for
small snapshots.

VI. CONCLUSION
Thanks to its frequency beam scanning characteris-
tic, leaky-wave antenna (LWA) can drastically decrease
DOA estimation system complexity. This paper pro-
poses a DOA estimation method of multiple coherent
signals by a combination of a modified EPUMA algo-
rithm and an interpolation technique with a FBS-LWA.
To satisfy the requirement of EPUMA algorithm, the
steering matrix of the FBS-LWA is transformed into a
virtual Vandermonde matrix by interpolation technique.
The proposed modified EPUMA algorithm is then ap-
plied to handle the rank-deficient case owing to multiple
coherent signals. The proposed method can be extended
to other types of non-uniform distributed antennas for
DOA estimation of coherent signals. Simulation results
show that the DOA of coherent sources, which can model
the multipath phenomena in wireless communication,
can be effectively estimated. For instance, with 3 co-
herent sources impinging on the LWA, an RMSE of less
than −36 dB for a 15 dB SNR is achieved using 200
frequency samples and 200 snapshots.

Note that the interpolation technique is utilized to
transform the actual steering matrix into a virtual
Vandermonde structured steering matrix for decorrela-
tion preprocessing, which results in an increase of the
computational complexity due to the calculation of the
interpolation matrix. Additionally, the knowledge of the
approximate angles ΘB is necessary to generate the Kv

virtual angles using (6) in order to construct Ar using
(7). This a priori knowledge can be simply determined
from the power spectrum of the received signal directly
using (5). Thus, the proposed method is specifically suit-
able for single-beam FBS-LWA. Future research efforts
will focus on developing low computational complexity
DOA estimation methods for coherent signals received
by multibeam FBS-LWA.
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